Building a Twin Cylinder

RACING GAS ENGINE
Here's a Model Craft project that will challenge the
interest of all model makers. First of 2 parts.
By GARY MOORE

Craft Print Project No.6'

ground up is a big
undertaking. The
wood patterns and
complicated core
boxes needed in having the castings made
will be far more difficult to turn out
than all the machine
work on the little engine itself. The modelmaker who is not
so well versed in
pattern making can
work from a set of
readymade castings,
as I did in building
the engine shown in
the photograph, Fig. l.
The rough castings
from which the engi~e was built are
s how n in Fig. 2.
Wherever possible
the castings were
made of the light and
hard aluminum alloy,
Dural. This was done
to keep the weight of
the finished engine at
a minimum. However, some of the
smaller castings were
made up in bronze
where it was felt this

HERE is something
about the building
of a high speed
miniature racing engine
that appeals to every
modelmaker. Per hap s
the appeal lies in overcoming the many problems involved in its
construction or in accomplishing the precision machine work
required. Whatever the
fas.cination, the undertaking is an interesting
one.
Building a two-cylinder working miniature·
gas engine from the

T
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metal would serve the purpose best. All th~se
castings were made from the patterns and core
boxes shown in the photos Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
The building of patterns and core boxes is beyond the scope of this article, but the work can
be accomplished, by the experienced modelmaker, from the accompanying drawings. For
this reason the complete set of professionally
built patterns and core boxes is shown. It will
give the beginner a good idea of the amount of
work and skill required in constructing a similar
set and help him decide whether or not he has
the skill and experience to tackle the job.
The photograph, Fig. 3, shows the main cylin-

der block and crankcase pattern with its
various core prints to
allow it to be case
hollow for the cylinder liners, crankshaft, water circulation space, transfer
passages, etc. The
photo, Fig. 4, shows
this same main pattern with some of the
necessary core boxes
used in casting the
various parts of the
interior of the cylinder block and crankcase housing. It also
shows the flywheel
and cylinder he a d
patterns and the core
box for the cylinder top.
Fig. 5 shows the patterns and core boxes for
the various small parts which are cast in bronze.
The main center bearing, which also acts as a
rotary valve, is shown by the two half-discs in
the upper right corner along with the core box
needed for casting the hollow intake ports in: this
part. The main end bearings, the rotary valve,
the connecting rod and timer patterns Can be
JUNE,
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easily recognized, but the large black core box
and the small circular part below it are not so
easily made out. This is the pattern and core
box for the pistons, and quite a fine job it is, for
they must be made just so, with the proper wall
thickness on the upper part to receive the rings
while the lower skirt must be thinned down to
reduce the weight of these reciprocating parts.
The bosses for the wristpin must be cast on the
inside and of course this must be allowed for in
the core box. It can be readily seen from these
photos that the patterns are complicated and
their construction a little beyond the ability of
the beginner who is not well experienced in the
art of pattern making. When I
had a set of castings, I studied
them well and compared them
with the blueprints until the
working of the little engine was
thoroughly understood. Then, and
only then, the machine work was
started.
As so many of the engine's
smaller parts are fitted to the
main cylinder block, it se'emed
best to start the machine work
on this main casting. It was first
cleaned up slightly with a coarse
file so it would sit level on the
faceplate where it was firmly
bolted, as in Fig. 6. Here the top
of the casting Was machined to
proper height and faced smooth
to form a compression-tight joint
for the cylinder head. The position of the casting was shifted offcenter on the faceplate, as in Fig.
7, where the holes for the cylinder liners were bored,
The photo shows a heavy steel
disc mounted on the faceplate as
a counterweight to balance the
off-center work. This is good lathe
practice as the boring can be accomplished at higher speeds and
greater accuracy obtained. When
one hole was bored accurately to
size the casting was shifted, properly centering the other cylinder
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smooth to receive the end bearing
plates.
The cylinder liners, made up from
a cored stick of cast iron, were undertaken next. A solid bar can be
used as well but it will require drilling before boring and will take
slightly more work to complete than
the cored piece. This was chucked
in the three-jaw, as in Fig. 10, where
the cylinder hole was bored smoothly and accurately to size. First a
heavy roughing cut was taken to get
under the oxide scale, and this was
followed by several light cuts with
very fine feed. The boring tool was
freshly ground and keenly honed
and a very fine power feed used for
the final cut in the bore.
The work was then mounted on a
mandrel held between centers, as in
hole, and this,
too, was bored to
match its mate
exactly.
The casting was
then mounted on
an angle plate
which was fastened to the cross
slide of the lathe
in place of the
compound rest, as
in Fig. 8, where
the main bearing
holes were accurately bored to receive the end
bearing plates.
This was accomplished by mounting a homemade
boring bar between centers,
driving it with a
lathe dog and
moving the w 0 r k
to the cutter by
the carriage hand
wheel. Light cuts
were taken, the
tool bit being adjusted several
thousandths between cuts until
the proper d i a meter was obtained.
The work was
then mounted on
an expanding
man d r e 1, a sin
Fig. 9, where the
ends were faced
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LIST OF MATERIALS
1. Main Body
2. Cylinder Head
3. End Bearing Plate (2)
4. Piston (2)
5. Upper Center Bearing
6. Lower Center Bearing
7. Connecting Rod (2)
8. Flywheel
9. End Bearing (2)
10. Inspection Plate (2)
11. Cylinder Liner (2)
12. Pipe Flange (4)
13. Timer Lever
14. Timer Cover
IS. Crankshaft
16. Valve-closed Section (2)
17. Valve-open Section (2)
18. Wrist-pin (2)
19. Wrist-pin Plug (4)
20. Cam
21. Timer Housing
22. Timer Rotor Assembly
23. Timer Lock-nut
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Fig. 11, where the outside of the sleeve was
turned to exact diameter for a press fit in the
cylinder block. Here again heavy roughing cuts,
were made to get the work down to withinsev~
eral thousandths of finished diameter. ,Then very
light cuts were taken under a very fine power
feed, carefully bringing the diameter to a good
press fit in the cylinder bore.
If the liners are chilled, to shrink them, and
the cylinder block heated in hot water, to expand it, the liners can be quickly pressed in
ME(;nANICS
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place between the jaws of a heavy
vise. When the casting cools and
shrinks around the liners they will
be held permanently in place.
Machining the cylinder cover was
a simple lathe job accomplished by
chucking in the four-jaw, as in Fig.
12, where the lower surface was
faced smooth and to proper thickness for mounting on the cylinder
head. This is a typical shaper job,
but where a lathe is the only machine tool in the shop it can be made
to serve as well. In mounting the
casting in the chuck the work was
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held against the face of a drill pad , supported in
the tailstock, and the jaws closed down on the
work while its face was held accurately parallel
with the chuck face.
Chucking flat work in this manner will help
it to run dead true. The work should be carefully checked after the first roughing cut is made
to see that the edges will be brought to an even
thickness all around when the piece has been
finally machined. The work was shifted offcenter in the chuck for boring the gas chambers
to fit exactly over the cylinder bores. The spark
plug and screw holes were drilled in the drill
press and when the spark plug holes were tapped
the work on this piece was complete.
The end bearing plates were machined in the
three-jaw chuck, as in Fig. 13, where the face
and outer diameter were turned to size and the
bearing hole accurately bored. The work was
then slipped onto a mandrel held between cen-

...

Standard vtherever
Metal Is Machined
Over 96,. of the machine shops and tOOJ
rooms use ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS. because each is a permanent. multi
purpose tool that does the work of a com
plete set ot forged tools. E a chis a

stronger. more emelent tool that takes cutter bits QUickly ground from .tock shape"
of high speed steel. thus "Saves: AU
Forgings. 70% Grinding and 90% High
S peed Steel."
With 4 or 5 ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLD
ERS yoU will be permanently tooled-up
for every operation on your lathe. The \
are sold by all leading industrial distrib
utors.
Write tor:
Circular of ACE TOOL HOLD
EBS for Home Workshop Lathes.

*

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
The Tool Holder People

40 PAGE
HOBBT CATALOG
Over 1000 Item-over 300 Photos
Our new 40 page catalOg-just oft' the preslI-ls the "bible"
of wide-awake modelers. Practically every nationally advertised model Is listed and many.' many hard-to-get items.
Planes. engines. boats. gliders. supplies. eto. 200 UP. New
"Thor" % H.P. Gas Engine. $10.20 OD.

AMERICA '5 HOBBY CENTER, INC.

Oepl. L66 156 W. U 51., New York 11, N. Y.

60 PIECE UNIVERSAL
ARBOR TOOL SET (343a2;~)

$1 95
_

Includes assortment of engraving and

carving Durrs, grind stones. cutoff
wheels, pOlishing bu"s. bristle polishing brush, 2 mandrel arbors, gar'"
net and emery sanding discs. If items
bought singly value Is over $4,00.
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Repair burned out electric elements of colTee urns. electric stoves
flat irons. toasters, and other electrical a])Pliances. Simply apply
Christy Electric Heating Element Flux to the break turn on the
current and PRESTO the job is done and your appliance is ready
agBorn for years of sahsfactory service. Generous size vackage
(enough to repair 50 elements sent postpaid for only $1.00.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR PARTS
REND ALL Iron element, Guar. 1 year. Package of 6 ....... $3.12
Toaster element forms. Clear l\lica. Fits most toasters. 10 for 1.80
Heating element wire 10 ft. coiled 'A" O.D. # 20 ............ 2.55
Heating element wire 10 ft. coiled 3/16" O.D. # 22 .......... 1.77
Appliance cord. Rubber covered. "tranded copper wire. 100 ft. 4.50
Ribbon element heating wire. Std. size. 100 ft. ............ .75
Percolator elements. Univen;al. Flat type. 1 yr. guar. 2 for ... 1.20
Element cement. Withstands 3000" ]<'. lib. pkg. $1. 00. 5 lb. pkg .. 3.50
Lead wire. Asbestos co,-ered heater hook-up wire. 10 ft ..... 1.00
Iron Cord Sets with complete plug attachments. 10 for ...... 5.00
Carbon brush set. Assorted. 104 brushes. 15 springs. Complete set 3.00
Screw removers. Complete set 6 removers. 6 drills. %" to 1'''. 4.20
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ters, where the back and step were torned to an
easy push fit in the crankcase ends. Doing the
work in this manner will make ,the bearing hole
and the step on the bearing plate concentric and
center the crankshaft accurately in the crankcase
when the parts are assembled.
The bronze bearings, which are pres~d into
the bored hole in the bearing plates, were machined in much the same manner, being first
chuckea in the three-jaw, drilled and reamed for
the crankshaft and then mounted on a mandrel
where the outside was. brought to proper diameter for a good press fit in the bearing plates.
With these made up and pressed in place, the
oil holes, indicated in the drawings, were drilled
in each bearing plate and through the bronze
bearing bushing, as indicated in the sectional
view of the assembly drawing.
The center bearing, which is part of the rotary
valve, is made up in two parts from two separate
castings. Each half was first chucked in the
four-jaw, as in Fig. 14, where the joint between
the two halves was machined smooth. The screw
holes, indicated in the drawings, were drilled
and tapped and the two parts fastened together
on a mandrel, as in Fig. 15, where the side and
outer diameter were turned accurately to the
dimensions called for in the drawings. The completed part is shown in Fig. 16 along with the
valves.
(This article will be concluded in the
next issue oj SCIENCE AND MECHANICS.)

APPLIANCE REPAIR TOOLS & SUPPLIES
Bearings tool8. Enable you to instal! all sizes motor bearings
from ¥.o" to 1 '12" O.D. Complete with 7 adapters and instructions.$ 6.69
Adjustable Reamers. High-speed steel blades. Complete set
of 11 reamers ranging from 8/32" to 27/32" ................ 38.00

HOW TO FIX IT-BOOKS
Modern Electric & Gas Refrigeration ....•••..•....•.•....•.. $5.00
Practical Electricity & House Wiring ........................ 1.50
HefriReration Service Manual................................ 2.00
Here is your opportunity to save on fE'pairing your own appliances and
to earn extra money repairing appliances for friends and neighhors.
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Simply squeeze on dental plate and put
it in your mouth. Hardens and becomes
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Fit·Rite CO., 1573 Milwaukee Ave.
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• Craft Prints in enlarged size for making the engine
are available at 2Sc a set. Address Craft Print Dept.,
SCIENCE AND MECHANICS, 154 East Erie St., Chicago 11.

Oiling Kink
ILING workshop machinery is done easily
with the aid of an old automobile gas line
where an oil-can spout will not reach the oil hole.
Bend the gas line to an "L" shape and place one
end in the oil hole. With an oil can run the o'il
through the gas line into the oil hole.
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several thousandths
of their final width to
allow for facing after
the rotary valves have
been attached. The
work was then shifted
with the lathe centers
in the opposite center
holes, as indicated in
fig. 19, where the
second crankpin was
machined in the same
manner as the first.
The waste stock between the two crankpins was cut away, as
shown in the drawing, fig. 20, and the
castings for the rotary valves were
mounted in place.
These castings we r e
first sawed in two
and the flat surfaces
at the joint machined
smooth and true for
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Gary Moore completes the making of
a beautiful model gasoline engine.
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BY GARY MOORE

Craft Print Proiect No. 61.
HE CRANKSHAFT of the little engine must be turned
.' from solid steel bar stock to withstand the terriffic
'"
pounding it will receive when running at high speeds .
The built up type of crankshaft would soon break down under the hammering this little engine would give it. With the
steel blank cut to proper length and the ends accurately
squared and smoothly faced the dimensions in the drawings
were carefully transferred to the work first laying out the
important center lines, as indicated in fig. 17, and carrying
them around on the ends of the stock to accurately locate
the center holes for mounting the work between centers' when
turning the crankpins and the main part of the shaft itself.
With the work completely laid out, and the lines deeply
scored with a sharp scriber, the tlu'l:!e center holes on each
end were accurately drilled, care being taken to bring them
all to the same depth. The steel blank was then mounted
between centers in the lathe, as indicated in the drawing,
fig. 18, where one of the crankpms was turned to exact
diameter and the inside of the webs faced smooth to within
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no longer needed. The
work was again replaced
in the lathe, fig. 21, where
the main shaft was
. brought to the dimensions - in the drawings
and the opposite side of
each rotary valve faced
smooth along with the
crank webs bringing
both to their proper
thickness. The outer
edges of the valy~s were
faced smooth and turned
to exact diameter and at
the same time the ends
of the crank webs were
nicely rounded and all
brought to exactly the
same length. The ends
of main shaft reduced in
diameter, as indicated in
the drawings, and the
threads cut with the

a perfect fit on
the crank webs.
Two of the valve
parts were drilled
and counter-bored
and the other two
drilled and tapped
to receive the
three screws which
hold them in place
on the crank webs.
The size and location of these screw
holes are clearly
laid out in the
drawings. With the
rotary valves fastened in place the
work was again
mounted between
centers where the
inside surfaces of
the valves were
faced smooth and
the webs brought
to their final thickness. When the
inner faces of both
sets of crank webs
were machined the
work was removed
from the lathe and
the waste stock on
eithe~ side of the
main shaft was cut
away including the
crankpin center
holes as they were
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work still in the
lathe. The flywheel end of the
shaft was beveled
to match the tapered hole in the
flywheel and the
tip of the shaft
threaded for the
retaining nut. As
each of the crankpins and the three
sections of the
main shaft were
turned to final
diameter they
were brought to a
smooth finish with
a fine Swiss file
and polished with
fine well worn
emery cloth. The
completed crankshaft, with rotary
valves attached, is
shown in the
photo, fig. ?2, and
again in the photo,
fig. 23, with the
center bearing, the
connecting rods,
and their pistons
mounted in place
ready for final assembly.
In machining the
connecting rods
the first operation
was to drill the two
screw holes on the
big end before cutting the bearing cap off. This makes the work
easier and accurately aligns the holes in each
part after the cap has been cut off and the flat
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surfaces at the joint machined smooth. The screw
holes in the big end of the rod were then tapped
while those in the cap were opened out to clear the
screws. The photo,
fig. 24, shows one
ib DRILL
of the rods with
the cap cut off and
the holes drilled
and
threaded
--.i while the other
ji"
rod has the cap
screw fastened in
place and the big
end drilled for the
crank pin. The
work was next
chucked in the
three-jaw, as in
fig. 25, where the
wrist pin hole was
drilled and reamed
to final size. The
connecting rod was
then mounted on
)"
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The two wrist pins were made up from drillrod,
drilled hollow and the two brass ends made up
and inserted following the dimensions on the
drawings closely. These are shown, along with
the completed pistons and connecting rods, in
the photo, fig. 29.
The flywheel was machined almost entirely
in' the three-jaw chuck while mounted as m.
fig. 30. Here the inside of the wheel was bored,
the hub turned to diameter and faced smooth
and to proper length and the crankshaft hole
drilled. The edge and face of the rim were
rough turned and the work reversed in the
chuck where the turning operations were repeated. The flywheel was then mounted on a
mandrel, as in fig. 31, where a light facing cut

a mandrel; as.in fig. 26, where the sides were
faced smooth and brought to the proper width
to fit between the webs on the crankshaft. The
rods were then cleaned up with a fine file and
polished bright for appearance.
The pistons were machined by first chucking
in the three-jaw, as in fig. 27, where the inside
of the lower skirt was accurately bored to size
and the lower edge faced smooth. The work
was then mounted on a stub mandrel made up
from a short steel bar while held in the chuck,
as in fig. 28, where the outer diameter of the
piston was turned to a nice sliding fit in the
cylinder bore and'the ring grooves cut in with
a parting tool. The top of the piston was
smoothly finished with a fine file and emery
cloth and the wrist
pin hole accurately
located, center
punched and
drilled with the
piston supported
in the crotch center of the lathe. If
a crotch center is
not available and
the drilling must
be done in the
drill press great
care should be
used in dividing
the work and accurately locating
the hole to be
drilled in from
each side. It is
well to use a
smaller drill first,
drilling in from
each side and running a larger drill
and
reamer
through both holes
at the same time.
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LIST OF MATEIUALS-CARBURETOR
Name of Part
Carburetor Body
Gasoline Chamber
Gasoline Chamber Cover
Carburetor Nozzle
Throttle
Float Valve Seat
Union Nut
Carburetor Float
Throttle Lever
Needle Valve
Needle Valve Cap
Float Needle Valve
Float Needle Head
Throttle Lever Spacer
MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS
3·48x3fa" Filister Head Screws
3·48x 1,4" Round Head Screw
5·40x1j,," Round Head Screw
5·40 Hexaqonal Nut
3·40x5fa" Filister Head Screw & Hex. Nut
3fa dia. x 1ja" Hole Washer
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was taken on the sides and face of the rim to
insure its being concentric with the crankshaft
hole and running dead true. The wheel was
then remounted in the three-jaw chuck· and
with a reamer held in the tailstock the shaft
hole was taper reamed, as called for in the
drawings, to match the taper turned on the end
of the crankshaft. This operation was accomplished with care in mounting the wheel squarely
in the chuck and in using the reamer and when
the flywheel was finally mounted on the crankshaft it ran dead true.
The timer lever casting was mounted in the
four-jaw chuck, as in fig. 32, where the large
hole was bored for mounting it on the rear
bearing of the engine. The balance of the work

was accomplished in the drill press where the
various holes were drilled and tapped for the
screws which hold the breaker arm and contact
points in place. An ordinary automobile breaker
arm and contact points are· used and these are
shown mounted in place in the photo, fig. 33.
The timer housing was made up from a small
·piece of hard rubber turned and bored to the
dimensions in the drawings and drilled for
the screws which hold it in place and the necessary binding posts. The rotor was also made up
from hard rubber, turned to diameter and shouldered down part way to receive the brass brush
as described and illustrated in the drawings.
The timer cover was machined from a .casting
while held in the chuck, as in fig. 34, where it
MECHANICS
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was bored for a snap fit on the timer. housing
and the center hole drilled. The balance of the
holes for fastening it in place, were drilled in
the drill press the size and loca,tion of these
being accurately laid out in the drawings. The
completed fully assembled timer is shown in
fig. 35.
The carburetor is built up from several castings with the balance of the parts made up from
brass rod and other material found around the
shop. Work was started on the gas chamber
by chucking it, as shown in fig. 36, where it was
bored to proper depth and diameter and the gas
connection hole in the bottom drilled and tapped
at this same chucking. The balance of the holes
were drilled in the drill press following the
dimensions in the drawings. The carburetor
body casting was a little more difficult to
machine. This required the use of an angle plate
for facing the mounting flange with the work
strapped to the angle plate and that in turn
mounted on the faceplate of the lathe. In crossdrilling the large hole for the throttle the work
was held in· the four-jaw chuck where the hole
waS drilled and reamed to proper size and the
boss faced smooth for a tight fit against the
throttle flange and lever. The throttle was made
up from bar stock, turned to the dimensions in
the drawings and the intake hole cross-drilled.
The gas chamber cover was machined from the
casting furnished for this part, chucking by the
lug cast on for this purpose, and turning to a
good snap fit on the gas chamber. Reversed in
the chuck the top was faced smooth and the
lug cut partly away and the fine needle valve
hole drilled. The main jet needle valve was made
up from brass rod, turned to size and knurled
and threaded and the hole drilled in its end for
the nickel silver needle which was soldered in
place. It was then filed to a fine point while the
work was held in the chuck with the lathe running at high spe~d. The cork float was made up
from an ordinary bottle cork chucked in the
lathe and turned to shape with an ordinary
sandpaper tool made by gluing a strip of sandpaper to a thin piece of wood. The hole for the
needle valve was drilled and the cork given a
thin coat of shellac. The needle valve was made
up as· described in the drawings and inserted in
the cork float. The various other parts were
made up from brass rod and other material
found around the shop. The completed parts of
the carburetor are shown in the photo, fig. 37,
ready for assembly.
With the various parts of the little motor
completed the final assembly began. Much hand
fitting was required and great care was taken to
see that each moving part worked properly
without binding anywhere. The crankshaft with
its rotary valve assembly was inserted in the
crankcase and the rods with their pistons were
fastened in place. The end bearing plates were
slipped on the shaft and screw fastened to the
cI:ankcase, the carburetor was mounted to the
intake flange of the cylinder block and the
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MODELMAKERS

JEWELERS • •• INSTRUMENT MFTRS.

ARBOR PRESS
The new "K" Press is recommended for
light high-speed production and assembly
presswork. Provides fine sensitive control
for pressing small shafts, gears, wheels and
bushings. Frame, table and standard are
grey iron well braced and aCJlurately machined. Ram take-up provided. Table and
standard removable for large work.
Finish machine gray. Height 73-2'; over
table2>-1l'; over base 4%;'; ram %'xhO';
ram traveI2~'; approx. pressure 250 lb.
See Your dealer or order direct $9.00 plus
postage, wt. 7 lbs. Prompt delivery.
(Straightening attachment 4}i' between
v~upports S3.60 plus postage, wt. 2 lbs.)

H. D. HERDERLTool SpecialtIes

2121 Brook Dr.

KALAMAZOO 12, MICH.

MINIATURE
ENGINES
Gasoline-Steam

Air-Locomotive
THE WORLD'S
MOST FASCINATING HOBBY

'ulld fhem yourself - In your own shop
With your own fools

cylinder head bolted on. The flywheel was
mounted and the timer clamped in place. The
sparkplugs were inserted and the electrical system hooked up according to the diagram in the
drawings. The gas line was connected to the
carburetor and gas tank and the job was complete. In giving the engine its initial tryout it
was mounted on the edge of the work bench
Iwith the flywheel projecting over the edge far
enough to allow a starting strap to be placed
over the wheel and clear the bench. With the
batteries hooked up and the switch closed, the
carburetor needle valve opened several turns,
and of course plenty of oil on the working parts,
the engine was all set to go. The starting strap
was placed over the flywheel, with one end held
in each hanq, and the engine backed up against
compression. With a quick downward pull of
the strap, spinning the engine forward, it finally
took off under its own power and was kept running until properly adjusted and well broken in.

MILLER

Suite 204
Engineering Bldg., Chic.ago 6, U.S.A.

MODEL: Gasoline Engine
Ready to Run
A precision built and engineered slngre
cylinder FOUR·CYCLE mode gasoline
.ngine; adjustable valves; steel pinion
and cam gears; a real ignition system;
speed 300 to 3,000 rpm; develops ap·
proximately V. hp. Bench tested and
ready to run. Available with stationary
or marine .ngin. base. Full instructions. Lots of fun. Price: $40.00 com·
plete, with coil, condenser and starting
rope. Immediate delivery.

73,4" hlgh-3" wid!!
Cyl. I" dia.; stroke I"

he THOMPSON ENCINEERINC CO,
21& Winchester Place, Grand Rapids 2, Mlch,

:

."

• Craft Prints in large size for making racing gas
engines are available at 25c a set from Craft Print
. Dept., SCIENCE AND MECHANICS, 154 East Erie St.,
Chicago 11.

Send 10 cents for my illustrated
catalogue listing the world's
largest selection of miniature
engine castings and drawings.

WAYNE
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Safety Aid
very easy to
and seriousIlyTslipISinjure
oneself
by falling on a circular saw or your
foot might slip and
cause your finger
to slip in the jig
saw. Placing 3' x
2' rubber stairway
footing as shown
in the illustration
is a simple and inexpensive safety
STAIRWAY FOOTING
device for your workshop.-MuRRAY JENNINGS.

Pc
In

Rc

®

JURB/IIE WHEEL

Tough grinding and polishing jobs in tool rooms and machine
shops fade away under the speed and versatility of Dremel
Moto~Tools.
Thousands of Mota-Tools helped establish production records in plants such as General Electric, Westinghouse, .
Remington Arms, Ford, Nash·Kelvi~ator. Consolidated Aircraft. Northrup, and Douglas. o.thers earned the respect
the armed forces in far flung repair depots.

AND 5HAFT

l

Only Moto-Tools Have All These Features
~7 .~88eh,~. M~~iTh~1 o~l~vel?l~z~ ~'h~~~d o~o aKfri;~~ai~:r
Sturdily built.
Was shock-proof bakelite housing. Bal~

anceg for vihraUonless operation. USE.>s 110·120 A.C. or
D.C. current. Patented automatic chuck lock pin makes reo
moval of accessories easy.
Pin disengages automatically
. . . prevents accidental burning out of motor.

KIT
Kit No.2 with 23 high
grade accessories and
Model 2 Mota-Tool. in
hardwood case.$23.S0
Model 2 Mota-Tool,
with 1 accessory. . •.
•••••••••.. $1&.50

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Ask your Dealer about Dremel Moto·Tools
and accessories.
If he does not handle
them. send direct to factory.
We send
prepaid, if cash in full accompanies or.
del'. $2.00 brings Mota-Tool C.O.D. for
balance, plus postage.
Write tor FREE

CATALOG.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
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MOTO·SAW COMING!
Dremel Moto·Saw •••
the sensational electric
scroll saw • • • will
be.hack as soon as rna·
terialS are available.

WISCONSIN

o

Sharpening

o
o

Mortising
Engraving

o

Grinding

o Finishing
o Touching Up
Cl Sanding
o Drilling
o

Burring

A few
of the jobs
that can be
done better
and faster
with a Moto- Tool

o
o
o
o

o

o

Polishing
Burnishing
Inla~ing

Sawing
Scoring'
Cleaning

o Routing
o Cutting
o Rasping
o Carving
o Brushing

o

Dressing
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